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Historically authentic, the Empire bath 

collection by Herbeau is inspired by the 

French Empire style. A square Empire 

vitreous china washbasin is paired 

with the new Royale Etoile faucet. Both 

the faucet and the Empire washstand 

are available in 15 metal finishes. It is 

shown here in French Weathered Brass. 

Circle No. 158 on Product Card

A modern, minimalist vibe exudes 

from Kohler Co.’s Veil bath collection, 

softened by gentle lines and sculpted, 

asymmetrical shapes and the Supramic 

technology thin walls. The line includes 

a tall vessel sink that pays homage to 

ceramic vases, which can be paired 

with the optional pedestal.

Circle No. 155 on Product Card

Named after a town in Northern Italy, 

the Novi Lav Faucet by Artos blends 

contrasting finishes to add sophisti-

cation to this minimalistic piece. The 

faucet is made from solid brass and has 

a progressive cartridge that delivers 

a 1.2 gpm flow rate. The faucet is also 

available in a vessel version.

Circle No. 156 on Product Card

Watermark Designs’ faucet collection, 

Elements, offers 14 handle styles, called 

Covers, and every Cover has a base 

with 24 finish options and two options 

for inserts. The decorative inserts are 

offered in Bridge and Scallop style. Both 

the insert and base are available in 

Watermark Designs’ 24 finishes.

Circle No. 157 on Product Card

anding on the right combination of style and functionality for each 

bathroom in the house can be tricky, but with all the choices avail-

able, designers have an opportunity to give clients exactly what they 

want. Paying attention to what the space will be used for, the personal 

style of the clients and practical details, designers can create bathrooms 

that stand out. 

Sinks and faucets can be a springboard for the design of a bath-

room space. “Whether it is a minimalist powder room or a spacious 

master bath, the faucet is an easy and affordable way to update a 

space and create a personalized style statement,” says Julie Everson, 

wholesale bath product manager at Moen, U.S. based in North 

Olmstead, OH.

“The faucet has grown in importance as an impactful architectural 

detail that completes a bathroom’s redesign or improvement model,” 

says Céline Marcotte, business development manager for Graff in 

Milwaukee, WI. “Often, the faucet determines the overall design of  

the space and sets the tone for styles that bleed into other rooms of  

the home.” 

“I think people certainly want to create that ‘wow’ factor in their pow-

der rooms or guest bathrooms,” says Alicia Kauffman, sales & marketing 

coordinator for Jeannette Specialty Glass/JSG Oceana in Jeannette, PA. 

“When a customer is in the process of remodeling, they are focused on 

a ‘look’ they want to go with in terms of paint colors for the walls, the 

vanity, the toilet, etc. We want customers to not think of a bathroom sink 

as an afterthought; rather take some time, do the research and find what 

will work best,” she states.

Bathroom sink and faucet design, like bathroom design overall, has 

been moving toward transitional and modern design for a few years now, 

which means sharper angles and simpler detailing. Mixing and matching 

of finishes and materials is increasingly common throughout the bath. 

Whether master bath or powder/guest bath, aesthetics and functionality 

are both important, though in slightly different ways, depending upon the 

space. That’s according to manufacturers recently surveyed by Kitchen & 

Bath Design News.

NATURAL BEAUTY

Frequently, bathrooms are a refuge; it’s the one place in a home to be 

truly alone. In master baths, homeowners crave a spa-like, serene setting. 

Even guest baths and powder rooms are trending toward a warm and 

welcoming feel, with earth tones and natural materials on the rise.

“We are seeing a big focus on earth tones and natural materials in 

sinks,” says Naomi Neilson, CEO & Founder at Native Trails in San Luis 

Obispo, CA “Natural materials such as concrete and copper are now avail-

able with incredibly durable finishes,” she adds. The firm’s NativeStone 

Functional sinks and faucets with natural 

elements and creative contrast set the tone 

for bathroom design
BY ELIZABETH RICHARDS
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Offering sleek design and high-

tech features, the Concetto faucet 

collection features Grohe’s SilkMove 

cartridge, providing smooth handling 

for precision operation. The faucets are 

both WaterSense- and CEC-certified, 

offering 1.2 gallons per minute.

Circle No. 161 on Product Card

Featuring cylindrical shapes, Moen’s 

Align suite blends modern looks with 

functionality. The Brushed Gold finish 

accents the faucet’s curves, delivering 

a modern look. The collection is avail-

able in a variety of finishes, including 

Brushed Gold, Brushed Nickel, Chrome 

and Matte Black.

Circle No. 162 on Product Card

The spacious rectangular forms of the 

Verge sink from Stone Forest feature a 

thin-walled profile and subtle patterns 

of honed Antique Gray Limestone and 

Italian Carrara marble. The Verge sink 

can be used in a console or utilized as a 

wall mount or stand-alone vessel sink.

Circle No. 159 on Product Card

Porcelanosa expands its range of 

special finishes for bathroom faucets 

and fixtures with an elegant matte 

black finish. Matte black is available 

for the Round faucet, along with an 

assortment of other items – including 

showerheads, towel rails, handshowers 

and more.

Circle No. 160 on Product Card

Fantini’s Icona Deco is a reinter-

pretation of the classic faucet, with 

horizontal lever handles that are flat 

on the top surface and rounded at the 

bottom. The tap is available in a Black 

Metal Finish that follows the chromatic 

process, making it corrosion resistant 

and durable. 

Circle No. 163 on Product Card

This 2018 THG Paris bath collection, 

created with Gilles & Boissier, is based 

on the styling of a Baccarat crystal 

lamp they designed for the Baccarat 

Hotel. The line displays timeless design 

suffused with French elegance, and is 

available with cross or lever handles in 

various configurations for basins.

Circle No. 164 on Product Card

The Clodagh Collection is the inaugural 

faucet line from Speakman, designed in 

collaboration with luxury product de-

signer Clodagh. It features a minimal-

istic spout and three distinct handles. 

Finishes include: Polished Chrome, 

Nickel and Brass, Brushed Nickel and 

Bronze, Matte Black and Oiled Bronze.

Circle No. 166 on Product Card

Designed by Sieger Design, Alape 

has developed bath basins whose 

conical forms evoke the archetype of 

the washbasin – the classic enamel 

bowl. The Scopio series is available 

in a worktop basin, floor-standing or 

wall-hanging washstands, with or 

without a tap wall bracket.

Circle No. 165 on Product Card

concrete material, used for sinks and tubs, is sealed with a highly stain-re-

sistant nano-sealer. She notes that the MetalProtect sealer can be applied 

to copper and other metal finishes to maintain the finish over the long 

term, whether antique, polished or brushed.

Phil Cunningham, v.p. of marketing for Mansfield Plumbing in 

Perrysville, OH agrees that, more and more often, organic and natural 

materials are being used to make sinks. Though Mansfield has been lim-

ited to ceramic, it’s a trend the firm is watching, with an eye to expanding 

its offerings. “People are trying to incorporate more natural beauty into 

the bathroom,” he notes. “A trend I’m anxious to look at is incorporating 

living plants into the design.”

Jean-Jacques L’Henaff, v.p. of design for Piscataway, NJ-based 

LIXIL Americas, the business unit under which the brands American 

Standard, DXV and Grohe operate, sees bathroom sink and faucet 

trends heading toward “warm minimalism,” with a move to simpler  

design lines and neutral tones. “Popular sink and faucet styles high-

light clean aesthetic shapes complemented by natural materials and 

warm, metal finish accents. These minimalist styles provide a certain 

calming effect to their environment and an inviting, approachable set-

ting for the user,” he states. “The depth and soft contrast of a bathroom 

faucet’s finish can create an inviting focal point as compelling as the 

faucet design itself.”

WARM CONTRAST

Manufacturers see continued interest in tried-and-true colors and 

finishes: white and neutral tones for sinks; classic finishes like polished 

chrome, brushed nickel and satin nickel for faucet finishes. But that 

doesn’t mean there’s no room to get creative.

Cunningham says most people continue to opt for a white sink. “I 

don’t see the craziness that we saw in colors in the ’70s and ’80s,” he says. 

Rather, while there are small pockets of people who ask for grey or black, 

he believes most people use a white sink as an accent to whatever the 

main color is in the bathroom. 

Neilson, on the other hand, sees “a big movement toward designing 

bathrooms with boldly contrasting finishes – the opposite of what was 

acceptable 10 years ago.” She is seeing the strongest growth in transi-

tional styles and variants of modern styling, such as Industrial Modern 

or Modern Rustic designs. “Polished nickel, matte black, earth tones, 

brushed brass and rose gold are hot right now,” she maintains.

“Consumers are becoming more adventurous with regard to experi-

menting with color and on-trend finishes. Specifically, gold finishes, as 

an old style, get a contemporary upgrade,” says Everson. “In the past, gold 

fixtures have been associated with traditional design, but now, the finish 

is also being incorporated into homes with a modern aesthetic, for a fresh 

take on a classic finish,” she adds. 
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modern styles, manufacturers say. 

“Trend wise, traditional bathrooms have turned into modern bath-

rooms, integrating elements that play to both aesthetics and function-

alities. Transitional styles often are the result of the merging of these 

trends,” believes Marcotte. 

“There is strong demand for transitional and modern-leaning design 

in bathroom sinks and faucets,” Neilson agrees. Size varies by location, 

she says, with sinks often smaller in large cities due to space limitations. 

“However, high-end homeowners also don’t want their options limited 

because of size restrictions – creative designers know how to fit in a larger 

bathroom sink if it’s important to the homeowner.” 

Many manufacturers say angular styles are preferred. Kauffmann sees 

a trend toward clean lines and lots of hard angles, in simple and modern 

designs. Squares and rectangles have been the trend for the past two to 

three years, she notes, and JSG Oceana launched both a rectangle under-

mount and a square undermount model in 2017. “People want something 

clean cut, something unique and different.” When it comes to installation, 

she says, a semi-recessed look is becoming very popular. “People like the 

idea of having an above counter sink, but not a complete vessel.” 

L’Henaff notes that his firm’s most popular sink styles are also under 

counter models, rectangular and moderately sized. “This style of sink 

provides a clean look and maximizes bathroom counter space. With 

“A lot of interesting, new metal finishes are emerging to support the 

warm minimalist styling – from the current trend with matte black and 

warm golds, to up-and-coming matte metallic coatings,” L’Henaff points 

out. “Faucets with rich, textured finishes are also growing in popularity in 

luxury settings,” he adds.

“In recent years, we have seen many new finishes introduced into the 

faucet market, such as Unlacquered Brass, Brushed 24K Gold, Rose Gold, 

Black Matte and White Matte,” says Marcotte. While black matte and 

brushed 24K gold have been popular in powder rooms, she has noticed a 

resurgence of polished chrome in the master bathroom. “End-users still 

choose polished chrome for its classic shiny look, as well as its inherent 

durability that allows for simple maintenance,” she explains.

A move away from having all fixtures perfectly coordinated has opened 

the door for experimenting. “Consumers want pieces in their homes that 

stand out and get noticed, and with the trend of combining different finish-

es and textures on the rise, Moen’s Matte Black and Brushed Gold faucets 

allow these consumers to try new design styles without worrying whether 

the finish will coordinate with the rest of their décor,” notes Everson.

SHARP ANGLES & MODERN DESIGN

Style and shape are personal choices, and there are plenty of options 

to choose from. But overall, trends are leaning toward transitional and 

Kallista partnered with 3rd Dimen-

sion to create the Grid bath faucet 

using 3-D printing, which creates 

the open form and interior channels 

that allow the water to flow through 

the base. The faucet is paired with 

the Cube handles, open squares 

that are scaled to conform to the 

hand. The Matte Black finish is 

exclusive to the Grid Collection.

Circle No. 168 on Product Card

Aptly named Deco, Wetstyle’s bath 

collection is inspired by the glamour 

of the Art Deco age. The collec-

tion’s designers, Joël Dupras, Pierre 

Belanger and Wetstyle Design Lab, 

infused the collection’s sinks with 

softened geometric forms and finish 

details. The integral lavatory sinks 

and above-counter vessel sinks 

match the vanities.

Circle No. 167 on Product Card

The Maestro Round vessel sink by 

Native Trails highlights arti-

san-crafted copper, with texture 

wrought from an estimated 30,000 

strikes of the hammer. Maestro 

Round is forged of high-quality 

recycled copper, and is available in 

Antique Copper, Tempered Copper, 

Polished Copper (shown), Brushed 

Nickel and Polished Nickel finishes.

Circle No. 170 on Product Card

Crosswater London has expanded 

its MPRO collection to include 

two new finishes – Brushed Brass 

and Matte Black – alongside the 

introduction of a knurled detail. The 

Brushed Brass finish sports a warm 

tone, while the Matte Black finish 

adds an industrial edge. The new 

knurled detailing provides a tactile 

surface.

Circle No. 169 on Product Card

The Widespread Lavatory Faucet 

with Open-Flow Spout from the 

Vettis Bath Collection by Brizo com-

bines a solid form with the sensory 

experience of a waterfall. The faucet 

sports a rectangular shape, and the 

open-flow spout provides a con-

trolled stream of water cascading 

from all four sides of the chamber.

Circle No. 172 on Product Card

Newport Brass adds the clean and 

edgy Dorrance faucet, a widespread 

tap offered with lever or refined 

cross handles. The widespread 

faucet surpasses WaterSense stan-

dards with 1.2 gpm, and is available 

with a full line of matching bath 

accessories. Dorrance is available in 

27 finishes, including a selection of 

PVD choices.

Circle No. 171 on Product Card

Featuring a design inspired by mod-

els of the 1940s, the Black Morris 

taps and fittings from Devon& 

Devon are simple while having a 

distinct identity. The handles sport 

a cylindrical, flared shape that is 

simultaneously retro and contem-

porary. Finishes include chrome, 

light gold and polished nickel.

Circle No. 174 on Product Card

Bath sinks in the Natura collection, 

available in a matte finish, feature 

contemporary silhouettes and 

slender edges. Made from Kraus’ 

mineral composite material with 

Nanocoat Gel Coating, the non-po-

rous surface is engineered with anti-

bacterial properties and is resistant 

to mold, mildew and waterspots.

Circle No. 173 on Product Card
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household – and guests – to easily utilize them.

“Designers should continue to recommend faucets that work for all fam-

ily members and guests, regardless of mobility issues,” says L’Henaff. “The 

use of single-handle and widespread lever-type handles can achieve this, 

while providing high-style design lines to the bathroom. Durability is also 

important. “Bathroom sink faucets – especially those in the family bathroom 

and powder room – experience heavy use in the home. We recommend 

looking for models that have a reputation for durability and are built to last, 

which will help prevent the need for repairs or replacement,” L’Henaff states. 

“Choosing a faucet that features all-metal construction and washerless ce-

ramic disc valves is a simple way to reduce maintenance in the future.”

“Consumers are not only interested in the style and finish of the fau-

cet, but also the functionality, and how those elements can work together,” 

Everson concurs. “For example, if a client plans to age in place, they may 

want to select a faucet with lever handles and temperature indicators, as 

they’re easy to use.”

“Quality is always top of mind for both clients and designers,” 

Marcotte notes. “Far from a new concept, but one that is still a driving 

force in the decision-making process, quality matters,” she adds. “Each 

piece, whether it’s a traditional free-standing bathtub or a faucet outfitted 

with the latest in technology, needs to offer longevity – and, ultimately, 

return on investment.” 

undermount sinks, bath faucets are installed directly through the counter-

top and can accommodate any faucet configuration, including non-tradi-

tional installations,” he explains.

Popular faucet styles include compact two-handle faucets on 4" cen-

ters, as well as 8" widespread faucets further up in the price spectrum, 

L’Henaff notes. “Single-handle faucets that make a bold design statement 

are growing in use, particularly in upscale settings,” he adds.

“Single-handle designs are great for small spaces, whereas widespread 

faucets can make a statement in large master baths,” adds Everson.

Cunningham sees a mix in demand between rounded and angular, in 

part depending on geography. In coastal areas, he sees more sharp lines 

throughout the bathroom, where in the center of the country, more design 

details around the sink are evident. He adds that while Mansfield focuses on 

drop-in sinks, he has noticed a move toward integrated sinks and counter-

tops, which make replacing a vanity top simple. And, he says, vessel sinks 

are still a trend. “The majority of the market is going to be a drop-in sink, 

but there are still people who want to put that vessel sink in there,” he notes. 

FUNCTIONAL STYLE

As important as how the space looks is, it’s equally important that the 

sink and faucet function exactly as desired. That means features that 

add durability and water efficiency, while allowing all members of the 

Pioneer Industries introduces the 

Olympia i2v Two Handle Wide-

spread Lavatory Faucet, with a 

gooseneck-style rigid spout that 

ensures ample room for washing 

hands or filling a glass. The faucet 

meets WaterSense and Cal Green 

standards, and is available in 

polished chrome and PVD brushed 

nickel finishes.

Circle No. 176 on Product Card

Exclusively created for ROHL by 

Italian designer Nevio Tellatin, the 

modern design of the Wave High 

Neck Widespread Lavatory Faucet 

is crafted in Northern Italy using a 

combination of precision engineer-

ing and hand finishing and polishing. 

The faucet’s sophisticated form is 

enhanced by its polished chrome 

and satin nickel finish options.

Circle No. 177 on Product Card

The Wicker Park Rectangular Sink 

mirrors a vessel option by sitting on 

the counter, yet fits like a drop-in 

sink for a deeper basin at 7.25". The 

overall size of the sink from Gerber 

is slightly smaller, in keeping with 

the need for fixtures for smaller 

spaces. The sink can accommodate 

either a single hole faucet or 8" 

center faucets.

Circle No. 182 on Product Card

Diego Grandi has worked with 

Zucchetti to design Closer sin-

gle-lever bath taps with corners that 

are rounded off to relay a simple, 

ergonomic grip. The design of the 

connections makes it possible to 

turn the faucet around in the space 

in unexpected ways, and it designs 

the water itself, delivering where 

needed.

Circle No. 180 on Product Card

The Navi N33 from Lacava is a 

vessel porcelain sink available 

in a white and matte black finish 

without an overflow. The benefits of 

using very fine clay to produce these 

select porcelain lavatories include 

low porosity, high brilliance of glaze 

and high durability of the material 

and finish.

Circle No. 179 on Product Card

The Kiwami Rectangular Lavatory 

with LinearCeram Technology is 

part of TOTO’s next generation 

of its Neorest Collection. The 

technology allows for a very thin yet 

super strong wall. The lav features 

CeFiONTect glaze, and TOTO’s pro-

prietary technology for preventing 

debris from sticking to surfaces to 

ensure easy cleaning.

Circle No. 178 on Product Card

California Faucets new Descanso 

widespread lav faucet showcases 

an industrial chic vibe with its hash 

mark-textured, knurled spout tip 

and lever or cross handles. A choice 

of handle styles and a joystick 

option provide a personalized look, 

with the faucets available in 30-plus 

artisan finishes, including the new 

warm Burnished Brass.

Circle No. 181 on Product Card

The solid surface oval-shaped 

counter vessel by IDEAVIT, 

available from PSCBath, features 

a unique design in large format 

24"x17" in matte white. The solid 

surface material, which has thermal 

characteristics that provide translu-

cency and whiteness, is non-porous, 

absorption free and fire-proof.

Circle No. 175 on Product Card
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“The master bathroom functions as more of a sanctuary. It 

demands that special attention be paid to distinctive materials and 

finishes, and often provides the space to accommodate a double 

sink with dramatic widespread faucets,” notes L’Henaff. “Guest 

room baths are used less frequently, and their compact size de-

mands smaller sinks and space-saving single-handle or centerset 

faucets,” he adds. 

And the powder room, though smaller like guest bathrooms, is 

typically on the main floor of the home and requires highly durable 

materials, fixtures and faucets due to high usage, L’Henaff points 

out. “Powder rooms are also the best place to showcase your personal 

style, since this is the only bathroom most of your guests will see.”

“People are more willing to be bold with their choices in secondary 

baths vs. the master bath,” says Neilson. “Even though people love the 

bold styles and finishes, they often view the master bath as more of a 

peaceful sanctuary.”

Everson agrees that powder rooms, primarily used by guests, 

should be highlighted as a showcase area. “Homeowners could make 

a statement by incorporating a finish previously associated with 

traditional design, such as Brushed Gold, and pairing it with unique 

cabinetry or hardware, for a contemporary upgrade on a classic style,” 

she concludes. ▪

Kauffman believes the USA-made glass sinks manufactured at JSG 

Oceana provide a decorative upgrade over white porcelain and stainless 

steel, and are maintenance free. 

Cunningham cites customer research showing that, because of the 

overwhelming amount of choices in bathroom design, consumers tend 

to pick one thing they like and build the rest of the design around that. At 

Mansfield, he believes, they are looking at how to incorporate organic fea-

tures into their traditional ceramic offerings to help bring some life to the 

bathroom. They are also focusing more on concealed drains, as opposed to 

the typical round drain, which can give a nice, new look to the bathroom.

Water-efficient performance is another must-have feature for bath-

room sink faucets, says L’Henaff. “Whether homeowners are interested in 

greening their home, meeting local water use restrictions, or simply want 

to save money on their water and energy bills, we always recommend 

choosing a water-saving faucet,” he says. 

PRIVATE REFUGE OR SPLASHY SHOWPIECE

Whether a bathroom will be used solely by the homeowners or is a space 

guests will see makes a big difference in what’s trending for the space. 

The master bath, says Cunningham, is all about relaxation, a spa-like 

getaway and, as a result, it’s a very personal space. The powder room, on 

the other hand, is all about functionality, he states. 

Danze has added its Satin Black 

finish to the Mid-town Collection 

of bath faucets. The unique angles 

and thin profile of the single-handle, 

single-hole configuration works as 

a statement piece in the modern 

bathroom. The faucet’s Satin Black 

finish is a striking contrast to white 

tile or cabinetry or other trending 

design elements.

Circle No. 184 on Product Card

The Leawood tap and show-

er collection was designed by 

Martin Brudnizki for Drummonds. 

The hallmark flattened end on the 

lever controls was derived from 

observation of how tools were 

developed to comfortably fit the 

human hand. The tap is available 

in polished brass, polished chrome 

and polished nickel.

Circle No. 183 on Product Card

Franz Viegener has designed 

Shoreline’s curved spout vertically, 

mimicking the shape of waves 

breaking on the sand. The faucet 

features brass construction and 

is available in Polished Nickel and 

Polished Chrome, Oil Rubbed 

Bronze, Brushed Nickel, Matte Black 

Chrome, Rose Gold, Polished Gold 

and Brushed Gold finishes.

Circle No. 186 on Product Card

The coco blu∙stone vessel sink 

showcases a circular design with 

a thin profile rim. Made from Blu 

Bathworks’ signature eco-friendly 

blu∙stone material, which is crafted 

primarily from quartzite, blu∙stone 

provides the look and feel of natural 

stone but is durable and repairable. 

It is available in a highly tactile white 

matte finish.

Circle No. 185 on Product Card

The bath components in the 

DXV Modulus collection include 

single-lever, vessel, wall-mount 

and low-spout widespread faucets. 

These faucets are available in pol-

ished chrome, brushed nickel and 

polished nickel, and include a brass 

ring at the base that can provide a 

distinctive two-tone aesthetic by 

adding a contrasting finish.

Circle No. 188 on Product Card

The Artis collection of washbasins, 

created by designer Gesa Hansen in 

collaboration with Villeroy & Boch, 

is available in 16 color options and 

four shapes, including oval, rectan-

gle, square and circle. The collection 

is made from the company’s Titan 

Ceram, which allows for extremely 

thin walls and clearly defined edges.

Circle No. 187 on Product Card

This basin, with its bold contempo-

rary design, is handmade in the U.S., 

cast from OMOXO Solid Surface 

for interesting shape and durability. 

Diamond by Clarke Architectural 

includes an integrated overflow and 

is part of a full collection of solid 

surface designs.

Circle No. 190 on Product Card

The Studio S bath faucets by 

American Standard showcase a 

geometric silhouette, in monoblock, 

widespread and vessel faucet 

configurations. The single-lever and 

vessel faucets feature a nested han-

dle design that eliminates the gap 

when in the open position, while the 

widespread faucet sports a high arc 

and two handle options.

Circle No. 189 on Product Card
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KWC’s Piana collection includes a 

single-lever faucet, a single-lever 

vessel faucet and a two-han-

dle widespread faucet. The line 

incorporates coolfix energy-saving 

technology, which delivers cold 

water instead of lukewarm water 

when the lever is in the center. The 

bath line is available in chrome or 

splendure stainless steel.

Circle No. 200 on Product Card

The Finezza UNO, part of Graff’s 

new Finezza collection, features 

Art Deco architectural details. The 

faucet’s body is wider at the base 

and at the top, and slimmer in the 

middle. The spout begins with a 

trapezoidal section that expands 

slightly at the end, and two rings are 

featured at the base. The faucet is 

available in several finishes.

Circle No. 202 on Product Card

Karran has added Vitreous China 

vanity bowls to its extensive collec-

tion of sinks. The company’s latest 

foray into the bath arena offers a 

line that includes seven models in 

three colors. All the bath sinks are 

designed for undermounting in 

granite, quartz and marble bath-

room countertops.

Circle No. 191 on Product Card

Created by design studio Meneghe-

llo Paolelli Associati with Victoria 

+ Albert Baths, the Lario 100 Solo 

basin is a traditional basin with lines 

influenced by Victorian design. It 

is generously proportioned and 

features a full-width tap ledge, and 

can be countertop mounted or 

semi-recessed, and deck-mounted 

with brassware.

Circle No. 194 on Product Card

Dornbracht now offers its Vaia 

bath faucet in Dark Platinum Matte 

finish. Designed by Sieger Design, 

Vaia features a velvety finish that is 

achieved via a special matting pro-

cess that Dornbracht has developed 

specifically for the delicate, soft 

shape of the Vaia design.

Circle No. 193 on Product Card

Whitehaus Collection now includes 

the LA12-LAM120B Isabella 

Collection console sink in its line of 

bath sinks. This vitreous china sink 

features two oval bowls with an 

overflow, along with black wooden 

leg supports. The design provides a 

classic look for the bath.

Circle No. 192 on Product Card

The Aurora Lavatory Set from Alex 

Miller Studio with widespread 

handles, shown, is inspired by the 

sea, and features a water-saving 

1.2 gpm flow rate. The collection 

includes coordinating showers 

and accessories and is available in 

polished chrome, polished nickel, 

satin nickel, polished gold (24K) 

and satin gold (24K).

Circle No. 195 on Product Card

The Incline bath sink is a rectangular 

basin with a sharply sloped bottom 

that runs from the front to an inte-

grated slotted drain in the back. Part 

of MTI Baths’ Boutique Collection, 

it is crafted of SculptureStone and 

available in white or biscuit matte or 

gloss finish. Single- or double-bowl 

configurations, bowl position and 

length can be specified.

Circle No. 198 on Product Card

Hansgrohe offers its Select shower 

technology in the Talis Select S 

100 and Talis Select E 110 faucet, 

created in collaboration with Phoe-

nix Design. The Talis E 110 model 

features a flat spout, and the Talis S 

100 has a round, conical spout. The 

flow of water is turned on and off by 

pressing the Select button instead 

of using a conventional lever.

Circle No. 197 on Product Card

Created by design partner Cecilie 

Manz, Duravit’s Luv Series em-

braces simplicity with its Scandi-

navian-inspired collection. With a 

color palette of matte lacquers and 

soft glazes, the signature oval shape 

appears in its washbasins made of 

DuraCeram and bathtubs made of

DuraSolidA in freestanding, back-

to-wall or corner versions.

Circle No. 199 on Product Card

Mila International’s bath sinks are 

created by combining the utility 

of stainless steel with the compa-

ny’s patent-pending flush-mount 

installation technology. The result 

is a sink with a clean installation 

that suits any bathroom design, the 

company reports.

Circle No. 201 on Product Card

Delta Faucets’ Woodhurst bath 

collection features a forward-lean-

ing spout and button-capped finial 

detailing. The collection includes 

a two-handle centerset and wide-

spread lavatory faucets, 14-series 

tub and showers, roman tub fillers 

and coordinating accessories avail-

able in Chrome, Brilliance Stainless 

and Venetian Bronze finishes.

Circle No. 196 on Product Card
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